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Equivalence of the Siegert-pseudostate and Lagrange-meshR-matrix methods

D. Baye, J. Goldbeter, and J.-M. Sparenberg
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Siegert pseudostates are purely outgoing states at some fixed point expanded over a finite basis. With
discretized variables, they provide an accurate description of scattering in thes wave for short-range potentials
with few basis states. TheR-matrix method combined with a Lagrange basis, i.e., functions that vanish at all
points of a mesh but one, leads to simple meshlike equations which also allow an accurate description of
scattering. These methods are shown to be exactly equivalent for any basis size, with or without discretization.
The comparison of their assumptions shows how to accurately derive poles of the scattering matrix in the
R-matrix formalism and suggests how to extend the Siegert-pseudostate method to higher partial waves. The
different concepts are illustrated with the Bargmann potential and with the centrifugal potential. A simplifica-
tion of theR-matrix treatment can usefully be extended to the Siegert-pseudostate method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a new approach for the description of scatter
using Siegert pseudostates has been proposed@1,2#. Siegert
states are bounded solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation
which are purely outgoing at infinity@3#. These states ar
particularly interesting because their complex wave numb
provide the poles of the scattering matrix. However, the d
vation of these states and their use is not computation
simple. Therefore, Tolstikhin, Ostrovsky, and Nakamu
@1,2# have proposed to use modified Siegert states that sa
purely outgoing conditions at some finite distance. Th
modified states correspond to exact Siegert states of a
cated potential. The cutoff distance is similar to the chan
radius in theR-matrix theory and its introduction opens
way to possible relations between the two methods.

The Siegert pseudostates are defined by an expansio
the Siegert states of the truncated potential over a finite b
which becomes complete when the number of basis st
tends to infinity. In Refs.@1,2#, the authors present an effi
cient way for deriving the Siegert pseudostates in thes wave
for short-range potentials. They establish a number of
markable mathematical properties of these pseudostates
of the corresponding complex wave numbers. This met
can be simplified with the help of a Gauss quadrature in
spirit of the discrete-variable representation@4#. Then a
simple matrix representation is obtained where the poten
matrix is diagonal.

The R-matrix theory is a powerful tool, not only to pa
rametrize scattering matrices and cross sections, but als
solve the Schro¨dinger equation at positive energies@5–7#. In
this method, the configuration space is divided into t
parts, separated at the channel radius. In the external par
wave functions are approximated by their asymptotic exp
sions. In the internal part, a finite basis of square-integra
functions can be used.

The Lagrange-mesh method is an approximate variatio
calculation which resembles a mesh calculation@8–10#. This
property is obtained by using a basis of Lagrange functio
i.e., orthonormal functions that vanish at all points of
associated mesh but one, and the Gauss quadrature c
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sponding to this mesh. In spite of its simplicity, the accura
of the Lagrange-mesh method is very high, a property
explained yet@10#.

In the single-channel case, Malegat@11# combined the
R-matrix theory with a Lagrange-mesh method based
shifted Legendre polynomials to study the scattering b
simple solvable potential. Strikingly, the accuracy of t
R-matrix method on a mesh is as good as the accuracy o
R-matrix method using the corresponding Lagrange ba
without any approximation@12#. This method can easily be
extended to multichannel scattering and gives accurate
sults for realistic problems@13#.

In the present paper, we show that the Siegert-pseudo
method and theR-matrix method on a Lagrange mesh a
completely equivalent for any basis size when the bases u
in both approaches are identical. More strikingly, both me
ods remain exactly equivalent when their respective m
approximations are employed. This equivalence sheds l
on both approaches. It emphasizes the poorly known fact
the R-matrix method can give direct access to the poles
the scattering matrix. The technique presented in Refs.@1,2#
provides an accurate practical way of solving this probl
for the s wave of short-range potentials. Symmetrically, t
validity of theR-matrix method for higher partial waves an
for long-range potentials indicates the way to natural gen
alizations of the Siegert-pseudostate method.

The R-matrix method is summarized in Sec. II. Its app
cation to the Lagrange-Legendre mesh is presented in
III. The equivalence with the Siegert-pseudostate metho
discussed in Sec. IV. Examples are commented on in Se
Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. VI.

II. R-MATRIX METHOD

As in Ref. @2#, we restrict ourselves to a single chann
Contrary to that reference, we first consider an arbitrary p
tial wave and potentials with a possible Coulomb asympto
behavior. We follow the notation of Ref.@12#. A translation
into the notation of Ref.@2# is delayed to Sec. IV~see also
Table I in that section!.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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For the l th partial wave, the radial Schro¨dinger equation
can be written as

~Hl2E!ul50 ~1!

with ul(0)50. With \5m51, the radial Hamiltonian read

Hl5Tl1V~r !5
1

2 S 2
d2

dr2
1

l ~ l 11!

r 2 D 1V~r !, ~2!

whereV(r ) is a radial potential. The phase shiftd l is ob-
tained from the asymptotic behavior of bounded solution

ul~r ! ——→
r→`

I l~kr !2SlOl~kr !, ~3!

for positive values of the wave numberk corresponding to
the energyE5 1

2 k2. The functionsI l andOl are ingoing and
outgoing Coulomb functions andSl5exp(2idl) is the scatter-
ing matrix. In the followingk will also take complex values

In theR-matrix method, the configuration space is divid
at the channel radiusa into an internal region and an extern
region. In the external region, the wave function is appro
mated by its asymptotic form~3!. In the internal region, it is
expanded on some basis. The formalism is conveniently
pressed with the help of the Bloch surface operator@14#

L~B!5
1

2
d~r 2a!S d

dr
2

B

r D , ~4!

whereB is the boundary parameter. The Bloch-Schro¨dinger
equation reads

@Hl1L~B!2E#ul5L~B!ul , ~5!

where the operatorHl1L(B) is Hermitian whenB is real.
The approximation consists in using the asymptotic form~3!
in the right-hand side of Eq.~5!. The main advantage of th
R-matrix method is that an expansion in square-integra
functions can be used in the left-hand side.

Let us consider a set ofN basis functionsf i(r ) ~not nec-
essarily orthogonal! and let us expandul in the internal re-
gion as

ul~r !5(
j 51

N

cj f j~r !. ~6!

Equation~5! becomes, after projection onf i(r ),

(
j 51

N

@Ci j ~B!2ENi j #cj5^ f i uL~B!uI l2SlOl&. ~7!

The elements of the symmetric matricesC andN are defined
as

Ci j ~B!5^ f i uTl1L~B!1Vu f j&5Ci j ~0!2~B/2a! f i~a! f j~a!

~8!

and
05271
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Ni j 5^ f i u f j&. ~9!

They correspond to one-dimensional integrals over the v
abler from 0 toa. Matrix N reduces to the unit matrix whe
the basis is orthonormal. The right-hand side of Eq.~7! is
even simpler. Because of the Bloch operator, it involves v
ues only atr 5a.

The coefficientscj are obtained by solving Eq.~7!. The
continuity condition atr 5a between the internal approxima
tion ~6! and the asymptotic expression~3! reads

(
j 51

N

cj f j~a!5I l~ka!2SlOl~ka!. ~10!

Let us introduce the external logarithmic derivativeLl at the
channel radius,

Ll5ka
Ol8~ka!

Ol~ka!
, ~11!

and the dimensionlessR matrix

Rl~B!5~2a!21 (
i , j 51

N

f i~a!@C~B!2EN# i j
21f j~a!. ~12!

The dependence of theR matrix on the energyE is implied.
Introducingcj in Eq. ~10! and using Eqs.~12! and~11!, one
obtains the scattering matrix for thel th partial wave:

Sl5
I l~ka!

Ol~ka!

12~Ll* 2B!Rl~B!

12~Ll2B!Rl~B!
, ~13!

where Ll* is the conjugate ofLl . Expression~13! has the
striking property that it does not depend on the bound
parameterB, independently of the size of the basis. Indee
from the matrix relation~A4! in the Appendix, one obtains

1

Rl~0!
5

1

Rl~B!
1B ~14!

for any B, real or complex. Introducing relation~14! in Eq.
~13! shows that anyB value leads to the same scatterin
matrix as forB50. Equation~14! is well known inR-matrix
theory ~see Eq.~IV.2.5a! of Ref. @5#!. However, its validity
for the approximation~12! for any basis size@15# is some-
times overlooked.

The wave function in the internal region is then given

ul~r !5@2aRl~B!#21@ I l~ka!2SlOl~ka!#

3(
j 51

N

f j~r !(
i 51

N

@C~B!2EN# i j
21f i~a!. ~15!

Like the scattering matrixSl and the external wave functio
I l(kr)2SlOl(kr), this expression does not depend on t
choice for B. Indeed, with the help of relation~A3!, one
easily shows that, for anyB, it is equal to the similar expres
sion whereB is replaced by zero.
0-2
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EQUIVALENCE OF THE SIEGERT-PSEUDOSTATE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052710
In Refs. @12,13#, the parameterB was chosen equal to
zero for obvious reasons of simplicity. Another interesti
choice is@14,15#

B5Ll . ~16!

This complex value leads to a complex functionRl(Ll)
which is not anR matrix in the strict sense sinceR matrices
are real. However, it is also given by expression~12!. Equa-
tion ~13! then takes the simpler form@15#

Sl5e22if l (ka)@112iPl~ka!Rl~Ll !#, ~17!

wherePl(ka) is defined as

Pl5~1/2i !~Ll2Ll* ! ~18!

and f l(ka) is half the phase ofOl(ka)/I l(ka). When k is
real, Pl is the penetration factor given by the imaginary p
of Ll andf l(ka) is the hard-sphere phase shift@5#. Since Eq.
~17! has no denominator, a direct relation appears betw
the poles of the scattering matrix and those of the compleR
matrix.

III. R MATRIX ON A LAGRANGE MESH

The previous section is valid for arbitrary bases. The c
culation of the elements of matrixC,

Ci j ~B!5^ f i uTl1L~0!u f j&2~B/2a! f i~a! f j~a!

1^ f i uVu f j&, ~19!

involves an evaluation of the matrix elements of the pot
tial, which can be tedious and must be repeated when
potential changes. By chosing a Lagrange basis and usin
associated Gauss quadrature, one can avoid this calcul
without losing accuracy@12#.

As Lagrange basis, we use functions based on Lege
polynomials@8,11–13#. These functions are denoted asf̂ i in
Ref. @12#. Here as in Ref.@13# we drop the caret because w
shall not use any other basis. A Lagrange basis is a setN
functionsf i(x) associated with a Lagrange mesh ofN points
axi on the interval@0,a# @8,9#. The xi ’s are zeros of the
shifted Legendre polynomialPN(2x21) @11#, i.e.,

PN~2xi21!50. ~20!

The Lagrange functions are continuous and indefinitely
ferentiable anywhere. They read

f i~r !5~21!N2 ia21/2A12xi

xi

rPN@2~r /a!21#

r 2axi
. ~21!

They satisfy the Lagrange conditions

f i~axj !5~al i !
21/2d i j , ~22!

i.e., eachf i vanishes at all mesh pointsaxj , except ataxi .
The coefficientsl i are the weights associated with a Gau
Legendre quadrature approximation for the@0,1# interval.
The Gauss quadrature on the@0,a# interval reads@16#
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N

lkg~axk!. ~23!

The weightsl i are equal to the traditional Gauss-Legend
weights for the@21,11# interval, divided by 2.

The Lagrange functions~21! are not orthogonal@12#

^ f i u f j&5d i j 1~21! i 1 j
1

2N11
A~12xi !~12xj !

xixj
. ~24!

Because of the Lagrange conditions~22!, they are approxi-
mately orthogonal at the Gauss approximation~23!,

^ f i u f j& 5
Gauss

d i j . ~25!

Strikingly, using the Gauss approximation does not seem
reduce the accuracy of theR-matrix method@12#.

At the Gauss approximation, the potential matrix

^ f i uVu f j& 5
Gauss

V~axi !d i j ~26!

is diagonal because of Eq.~22!, and easy to compute. Th
other matrix elements areexactlycalculated with the Gaus
quadrature. The matrix elements of the sum of the radial p
of the kinetic energy and of the Bloch operator are given

^ f i uT01L~0!u f i&5
1

6a2xi~12xi !

3F4N~N11!131
126xi

xi~12xi !
G ~27!

and, for iÞ j ,

^ f i uT01L~0!u f j&5
~21! i 1 j

2a2@xixj~12xi !~12xj !#
1/2

3FN~N11!111
xi1xj22xixj

~xi2xj !
2

2
1

12xi
2

1

12xj
G . ~28!

Finally, the remaining necessary expressions read

^ f i ur 22u f j&5a22xi
22d i j ~29!

and

^ f i ur 21d~r 2a!u f j&5a22~21! i 1 j@xixj~12xi !~12xj !#
21/2.
~30!

IV. EQUIVALENCE OF THE SIEGERT-PSEUDOSTATE
AND R-MATRIX METHODS

A. The Siegert-pseudostate method

First we briefly summarize the Siegert-pseudost
method. For this, we keep theR-matrix notation introduced
0-3
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above. Also, we start with definitions for an arbitrary part
wave. To avoid confusion, the equations of Ref.@2# are de-
noted as the reference number followed by the equa
number in that reference.

The Siegert pseudostatesf l
(n)(r ) with complex wave

numberskl
(n) are solutions of the equation

@Hl1L~Ll
(n)!2El

(n)#f l
(n)50, ~31!

where Ll
(n) is calculated fork5kl

(n) and El
(n)5 1

2 kl
(n)2 . In-

deed, with the choiceB5Ll , the right-hand side of Eq.~7!
vanishes for purely outgoing waves such as the Siegert p
dostates. Forl 50 and short-range potentials, definition~31!
is exactly equivalent to the pair of equations@2#-~1a! and@2#-
~1c8! ~see Ref.@14#!. Thanks to the use of the Bloch operato
Eq. ~31! is more compact.

Expandingf l
(n) in the internal region as

f l
(n)~r !5(

j 51

N

cj
(n) f j~r !, ~32!

one obtains the homogeneous part of Eq.~7!,

(
j 51

N

@Ci j ~Ll
(n)!2El

(n)Ni j #cj
(n)50. ~33!

However, the dependence of this equation on its eigenva
kl

(n) is strongly nonlinear becausek appears not only inE
5 1

2 k2 but also inLl .
We now specialize tol 50 and short-range potentials

Then the free outgoing wave is given byO05exp(ikr) and
the logarithmic derivative reads

L0~ka!5 ika. ~34!

With the help of Eq.~8!, the system~33! can be written as

(
j 51

N FCi j ~0!2
1

2
ik0

(n) f i~a! f j~a!2
1

2
k0

(n)2Ni j Gcj
(n)50.

~35!

The eigenvaluesk0
(n) appear linearly and quadratically be

cause of the simple form~34! of L0. Reference@2# provides
an efficient algebraic algorithm for solving the system~35!,
which leads to 2N eigenstates. The quadratic matrix eige
value problem is replaced by a standard generalized ei
value problem of double size. Such a simple algorithm is
yet available for system~33! with l .0.

The fact that Eq.~35! can be solved algebraically give
access to the physical poles of the scattering matrix relate
the true Siegert states. The other poles obtained are e
Siegert states of the truncated potential or nonconver
Siegert states~see the example below!. Tolstikhin, Ostro-
vsky, and Nakamura have shown@Eq. ~59! in @2## that the
approximate scattering matrix can then be written as a s
on poles of the form
05271
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S0~k!5e22ikaF11 ik (
n51

2N
@f0

(n)~a!#2

k0
(n)~k0

(n)2k!
G . ~36!

Equivalently, a product expression for the scattering ma
reads@Eq. @2#-~61!#

S0~k!5e22ika)
n51

2N k0
(n)1k

k0
(n)2k

. ~37!

This elegant result is valid only for thes wave.
The internal wave function (r<a) is given by Eq.

@2#-~57!, which reads in the present notation

u0~r !52 ike22ika(
n51

2N f0
(n)~r !f0

(n)~a!

k0
(n)~k0

(n)2k!
. ~38!

Equations~36! and~38! assume that the Siegert pseudosta
f0

(n) are properly normalized@see Eq.@2#-~28!#.

B. Equivalence for identical bases

The above equations now allow us to prove the equi
lence between theR-matrix technique of Refs.@11,12# and
the Siegert-pseudostate method of Refs.@1,2#. We shall first
show that the approximations giving the scattering matrix
identical for any common finite basis without mesh appro
mation. To this end, we specialize tol 50 and to short-range
potentials.

In Refs.@11,12#, the boundary parameterB is taken equal
to zero but, as proved in Sec. III, exactly the same res
would be obtained with any other value. Therefore we n
focus on the choiceB5L0 with the s-wave logarithmic de-
rivative ~34!. The penetration factorP0 and the hard-sphere
phase shiftf0 take the simple forms

P0~ka!5ka ~39!

and

f0~ka!5ka. ~40!

Hence, Eq.~17! reads

S0~k!5e22ika@112ikaR0~ ika!#. ~41!

This expression has the same structure as Eq.@2#-~58!, since
the R matrix is known to be related to the Green functio
through

Rl5~2a!21Gl~a,a! ~42!

@see Eq.~IV.1.10! of Ref. @5##. It is thus equivalent to Eq
~37! and relates theS-matrix and complexR-matrix poles.

In order to prove the equivalence of both methods,
have to compare the approximate calculations of these
pressions for finite bases. In Ref.@2#, the Green function is
obtained with Eq.@2#-~49!, where the matrix is obtained b
inversion from Eq.@2#-~50!. Since the matrix appearing in
0-4
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TABLE I. Symbols of Ref.@2# expressed in the present notation (l 50).

Ref. @2# Equation Present Equation

xi ~C8! 2xi21 ~20!

k i ~C11! 2l i ~23!

p i(x) ~C9! (8a)1/2xi(x11)21f i@
1
2 a(x11)# ~21!

r i j ~C19! a2xixj^ f i u f j&[a2xixjNi j ~24!

K̃ i j
~C20! a2xixj^ f i uT01L(0)u f j& ~27!,~28!

Li j ~C18! 1
2 a2xixj^ f i ur 21d(r 2a)u f j& ~30!

H̃1(12 ika)L ~C15! a2xixjC( ika) ~19!
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Eq. @2#-~50! is identical to the present matrixC(L0)2EN
@see Eq.~8!#, the equivalence with our expression~12! is
proved.

C. Equivalence of the mesh treatments

We have just shown that, with the same finite basis, b
methods are exactly equivalent. Now we show that the sa
property holds for the discrete-variable-representat
~DVR! approximation@4# of Ref. @2# and the Lagrange-mes
approximation of Ref.@12# that is summarized in Sec. III
For l 50, both methods make use of a mesh approxima
related to zeros of Legendre polynomials.

The R matrix is given by Eq.~12! with matrix C calcu-
lated with expression~19! where the different terms can b
obtained on the mesh from Eqs.~24! and ~26!–~30!. In fact
the DVR approximation for the Green-function matrix
Ref. @2# is the inverse of a matrix that is proportional to th
Lagrange-mesh approximation of matrixC( ika)2EN @Eq.
~19!#.

The relations between the present quantities and thos
Ref. @2# are detailed in Table I. The first line of the tab
shows that the notationxi represents different zeros in th
two papers: in Ref.@2#, they are zeros of a standard Legend
polynomial PN(x) and belong to@21,1# while here and in
Refs.@11,12# they are zeros of a shifted Legendre polynom
PN(2x21) and belong to@0,1#. This is only a notational
difference. The second line shows the connection betw
the Gauss weights. The factor of 2 arises from the differ
lengths of the intervals. The basis functions are related in
third line. The functionsp i(x) in Ref. @2# are chosen in such
a way that they provide a representation of the unit oper
@Eqs. @2#-~5! and @2#-~6!# ~see also Ref.@17#!. The property
@2#-~C13! of these functions shows that they satisfy
Lagrange condition. A compact expression for them has
ready been derived in Ref.@8# and used in Refs.@11,12# @see
the present Eq.~21!#. The present functionsf i(r ) may seem
to differ by a factorr 5 1

2 a(x11) but, in Ref.@2#, this factor
is included in the operator as in Ref.@11#. The overlapsr i j
differ from the presentNi j by a simple factor. Notice that th
present form~24! is simpler than expression@2#-~C22! be-
cause we do not employ two different bases.

Since the potential matrix elements are approximated
the same way, only the equivalence of the treatments of
kinetic energy remains to be proved. Let us detail the d
vation of expressions~27! and~28!. Up to a factor 1/2, these
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matrix elements become with the Gauss quadrature

2E
0

a

f i~r ! f j9~r !dr1E
0

a

f i~r !d~r 2a! f j8~r !dr

52~al i !
1/2f j9~axi !1 f i~a! f j8~a!. ~43!

The Gauss quadrature is exact for polynomials up to deg
2N21 @16# so that expression~43! is exact and leads to Eqs
~27! and ~28! ~see Ref.@12# for technical details!. Equiva-
lently, Eq. ~43! can be written as

E
0

a

f i8~r ! f j8~r !dr5a(
k51

N

lkf i8~axk! f j8~axk!. ~44!

This expression is also exact but less compact. Still ano
approach is used in Ref.@2#: the left-hand side of Eq.~44! is
evaluated analytically after expressing the functionsf i in the
basis of Legendre polynomials, in the spirit of the DV
method@4#. The notations for the kinetic-energy matrix el
ments are compared in the fifth line of Table I. Compari
Eqs. @2#-~C20! and @2#-~C21! for K̃ i j with the present Eqs
~27! and ~28! shows that the kinetic-energy matrix elemen
are calculated much more easily in the Lagrange-mesh
losophy than in the DVR philosophy. We have checked n
merically that the expression@2#-~C20! provides exactly the
same results as ours, as it should. The notations for the
matrices are compared in the last line of Table I.

Finally, let us mention a difference between the practi
applications of the methods of Ref.@2# and of Refs.@11,12#.
In Refs. @11,12#, expression~24! has been replaced by it
Gauss approximation~25!: the overlap matrixN is replaced
by the unit matrix. This simplification is not used in Ref.@2#.
In Ref. @2#, the algorithm requires that the equivalent of m
trix C( ika) be multiplied to the left and to the right byN21/2.
This can easily be done in the present framework~see Sec.
V! with N21/2 calculated as explained in the Appendix. How
ever, this complication is useless at the practical level
cause it does not improve the accuracy@12#. We shall come
back to the interest of the simplification~25! when dealing
with the first example in Sec. V.

D. Consequences

After these lengthy but necessary technical consid
ations, let us try to learn some practical consequences f
the equivalence of the methods.
0-5
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For s states, the equivalence of the two methods provi
a different approach to the determination of the poles of
S matrix in the R-matrix formalism. Indeed, deriving th
complexS-matrix poles from the realR-matrix poles is not
obvious. However the Siegert pseudostatesf l

(n) appear natu-
rally in the R-matrix formalism. They are solutions of Eq
~31! with complex wave numberskl

(n) . For l 50, the alge-
braic algorithm of Ref.@2# provides an efficient way of de
termining some poles of theS matrix with sufficient accu-
racy. Note that only a few physical poles need usually
determined since theSmatrix is more conveniently given b
Eq. ~13! than by Eq.~36! or ~37!.

Symmetrically the equivalence is also useful to attack
same problem for higher partial waves. The authors of R
@2# have tried without success to generalize their search
Siegert pseudostates tol .0. They make use of Jacobi poly
nomials adapted to the value ofl. This basis was shown in
Ref. @12# to be not more efficient than basis~21!, but more
complicated to use. The reason for this failure is not
technical choice of basis but rather seems rooted in the t
nique of calculation of the scattering matrix. Indeed, as ill
trated later in the second example below, the approxim
wave functionsdetermined in Ref.@2# should be accurate, u
to a normalization factor. As shown at the end of Sec. II,
same approximate wave functions are obtained for
choice of boundary parameter, independently of its phys
adequacy. This includes the complex choice~34! which is
implicit in Ref. @2#. Hence only the scattering matrix is in
accurate in Ref.@2#.

The natural generalization of the Siegert-pseudos
method tol .0 and long-range potentials is Eq.~33!. How-
ever, this equation does not allow one to use the algeb
technique because the nonlinearity is no longer quadratic
think that it would be useful to use Eq.~33! anyway to derive
physical poles of theSmatrix. The fact that it seems hopele
to find all the pseudostates in this way is of little importan
since theS matrix can easily and accurately be calculat
with the R-matrix equation~13!. The search for the physica
poles could, for example, be performed by extending
iterative algorithm of Descouvemont and Vincke@18#.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A. Bargmann potential

Many examples are treated in Ref.@2# and we have repro
duced these results. In the case of phase shifts, we
checked that we obtain the same values both with
Siegert-pseudostate method and with theR-matrix method
within the accuracies of both numerical algorithms. Wh
the numberN of mesh points is not large enough, both me
ods provide essentially identical inaccurate results. Ra
than repeating here one of those examples, we have cho
different one which provides interesting intuitive informatio
on the notion of the Siegert pseudostate. We also use
example to discuss more deeply the effect of the Gauss
proximation~25! on the overlap matrix element~24!.

The Bargmann potential@19,20# is defined as
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V~r !524b2b
e22br

~11be22br!2
~45!

with b5(b2c)/(b1c) whereb and c are real parameters
This potential has the remarkable property that its Jost fu
tion has only one pole and one zero

f 0~k!5
k1 ic

k1 ib
. ~46!

The potential has one bound state forc,0 or one virtual
state forc.0. The scattering matrix reads

S0~k!5
f 0~2k!

f 0~k!
5

~k1 ib !~k2 ic !

~k2 ib !~k1 ic !
. ~47!

It possesses the symmetry propertyS0(bc/k)5S0(k). How
approximation~37! simulates expression~47! is instructive.

The wave functions of the Siegert states of the poten
truncated ata read

f0
(n)~r !}sink0

(n)r 1
b22c2

k0
(n)21b2

3
k0

(n)tanhbr cosk0
(n)r 2b sink0

(n)r

b1c tanhbr
, ~48!

wherek0
(n) is a solution of the equation

b2~c1 ik !

cosh2ba
sinka5kF ~b21 ikc!tanh2ka1b~c1 ik !tanhba

2
k21b2

b22c2
~b1c tanhba!2Gexp~2 ika!.

~49!

The unique Siegert state of the Bargmann potential~45! is
given by Eq.~48! with the wave number2 ic, which is an
approximate solution of Eq.~49! whena is large.

The valuesb52 andc521 are selected, which lead to
single bound state at energy21/2. Exact wave numbers o
the Bargmann potential truncated ata55, i.e., replaced by
zero beyond that value, are displayed as dots in Fig. 1 an
the first two columns of Table II. The isolated wave numb
close toi corresponds to the bound state. It is not exactli
because of the finite value ofa. The pole of the simple Jos
function ~46! is simulated by a line of wave numbers wit
imaginary parts close to22i and rather regularly spaced re
parts. The accuracies of the different approximations can
checked with respect to these exact values.

In a first step, we perform a calculation of the wave nu
bers corresponding to the Siegert pseudostates by follow
the technique of Ref.@2# without further approximations. Fo
a55 andN525, the values obtained are depicted as circ
in Fig. 1. For real parts between about26.5 and 6.5, they
closely correspond to the exact wave numbers of the cu
Bargmann potential@see panel~a! of Fig. 1#. The remaining
0-6
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poles split from the exact ones. They do not have any ph
cal significance. They correspond to unconverged soluti
of Eq. ~35! as shown by the comparison with the exact v
ues in Fig. 1. WhenN is increased, the horizontal line o
physical poles of the cutoff potential obtained with t
Siegert-pseudostate method extends to larger values an
nonphysical branches move accordingly.

Numerical values are provided in Table II forN525. The
first ones agree within better than 1025 with the exact values
These results are unstable: tiny changes in the computat
algorithm ~or a change of computer! modify the noncon-
verged digits. This instability appears to be related to
factors 12xi in the denominators of expressions~27!, ~28!,
and~30!, for zerosxi close to 1. We have also observed th
the accuracy in the first wave numbers progressively dete
rates whenN becomes larger than 25. This behavior is due

FIG. 1. Complex wave numbers of the Siegert pseudostate
the Bargmann potential: exact~dots!; without ~circles! and with
~crosses! Gauss approximation for the overlap matrix (a55 and
N525). Panels~a! and ~b! differ only in the scales.
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the fact that the norms of the corresponding eigenvectors
very small so that few digits of the eigenvalues are sign
cant. WhenN increases beyond some value, the number
significant digits of each wave number decreases but
number of physically significant wave numbers neverthel
increases as mentioned above. Because of this importan
stability of the results for largeN, the valueN525 is close to
optimal for a55 in the present case.

Now we add a simplification to the method by replaci
the overlap matrixN by a unit matrix according to the Gaus
approximation~25!. This approximation has been used in t
R-matrix treatment of Refs.@12,13#, but it does not introduce
much simplification in that case. The algorithm of Ref.@2# is
much more simplified by this approximation. The wave nu
bers obtained are depicted as crosses in Fig. 1. All the ph
cal poles of the cutoff potential remain essentially unmo
fied ~see details in Table II!. On the contrary, the structure o
the unphysical poles is completely different@see panel~b! of
Fig. 1#. As we shall see, this does not affect the phase shi
low energies.

The first values obtained with approximation~25! are es-
sentially identical to those without that approximation~see
Table II!. This is very surprising because the agreemen
much better than the accuracy in these values. When the
part increases, the values become more different, as alr
illustrated by the figure, but the results obtained with t
Gauss approximation first remain better than those obta
with the exact overlap matrix@see panel~a! of Fig. 1#. This
effect is also observed in other applications of the Lagran
mesh method@10#.

Phase shifts calculated for different energies with Eq.~37!
are displayed in Table III and compared with the exact val
from Eq. ~47!. Because of the symmetry property of theS
matrix, the phase shifts at energiesE andb2c2/4E add top.
The calculations are performed for two choices of chan
radiusa, i.e., 5 and 6, and for two numbers of mesh poin
i.e., 25 and 40.
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TABLE II. Complex wave numbers of the Siegert pseudostates of the Bargmann potential: exac@Eq.
~49!# and Siegert-pseudostate method without@Eq. ~24!# and with@Eq. ~25!# the Gauss approximation for th
overlap matrix (a55 andN525).

Exact Equation~24! Equation~25!

Re k0
(n) Im k0

(n) Re k0
(n) Im k0

(n) Re k0
(n) Im k0

(n)

0 0.9999999999955 0.0000000 0.9999999 0.0000000 0.999999
0.6390266702 21.9909403640 0.6390286 21.9909403 0.6390286 21.9909403
1.2947020189 21.9808654900 1.2947061 21.9808653 1.2947061 21.9808653
1.9559919327 21.9824365206 1.9559981 21.9824363 1.9559981 21.9824363
2.6142071140 21.9926145823 2.6142153 21.9926144 2.6142153 21.9926144
3.2675033086 22.0070370919 3.2675133 22.0070370 3.2675135 22.0070369
3.9163165163 22.0231436137 3.9163283 22.0231433 3.9163285 22.0231433
4.5614908509 22.0396289360 4.5615045 22.0396283 4.5615048 22.0396285
5.2037975084 22.0558538335 5.2038193 22.0558336 5.2038125 22.0558513
5.8438509338 22.0715187039 5.8453967 22.0710367 5.8438594 22.0715509
6.4821222431 22.0864975209 6.4948355 22.1966169 6.4817804 22.0855307
7.1189698354 22.1007533271 6.6971747 22.0045040 7.1321815 22.0820124
7.7546673954 22.1142944575 7.2971683 21.5698719 7.5590343 22.4165539
0-7
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TABLE III. Phase shifts~in degrees! of the Bargmann potential: exact@Eq. ~47!#, Siegert-pseudostate
method without@Eq. ~24!# and with@Eq. ~25!# the Gauss approximation for the overlap matrix, andR matrix
@Eq. ~13!#.

E Exact a N Equation~24! Equation~25! Equation~13!

0.1 143.30077480 5 25 143.30076489 143.30076489 143.300764
40 143.30076866 143.30076866 143.30076866

6 25 143.30079803 143.30079803 143.3007980
40 143.30077472 143.30077472 143.30077473

1 90.00000000 5 25 89.99999083 89.99999083 89.9999908
40 89.99999947 89.99999947 89.99999958

6 25 90.00005685 90.00005678 90.00005688
40 89.99999998 89.99999998 90.00000007

10 36.69922520 5 25 36.69916732 36.69916703 36.6991673
40 36.69922475 36.69922475 36.69922502

6 25 36.69975390 36.69974764 36.69974770
40 36.69922520 36.69922520 36.69922526
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For a55 andN525, the relative accuracy in the pha
shift is about 1027, which is better than for the wave num
bers. We have also calculated the phase shifts with Eq.~36!.
The results are inaccurate as mentioned in Ref.@2# because
the normalization of the Siegert pseudostates is difficult
achieve numerically: the two terms of the normalization f
mula @2#-~26! nearly cancel each other for several states
the following we refer only to Eq.~37!. Essentially the same
values are obtained with theR-matrix mesh method and with
both variants of the Siegert-pseudostate method. A differe
appears only atE510 but is not significant. The three resul
are much closer to each other than to the exact one. Incr
ing the number of mesh points toN540 without modifyinga
does not really improve the situation atE50.1 but is more
useful at higher energies. The remaining disagreement is
to the value ofa for which the potential is not yet fully
negligible.

For a56 andN525, the relative accuracy in the pha
shift is only about 1025. The number of mesh points is to
small for thisa value. At all energies, the three approxima
results are much closer to each other than to the exact p
shift. WhenN is increased to 40, the relative accuracy in t
phase shifts is better than 1029. No significant differences
between the methods appear. The influence of the appr
mation ~25! is weak for all the energies considered.

B. Purely centrifugal potential

In Ref. @2#, the Siegert-pseudostate method is applied t
purely centrifugal potential. In this case, the natural cho
~16! for B would be

L15211
~ka!2

12 ika
, ~50!

since O1(kr)52 i (121/ikr )exp(ikr). The choice B5L0
5 ika is made instead in order to use the algebraic algorit
established forl 50 short-range potentials. TheS matrix is
then calculated with Eq.~42! which leads to very inaccurat
results as can be expected in the present framework.
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The corresponding wave function is, however, essenti
independent of the particular choice forB ~see Sec. II!.
Hence, it is as accurate for any nonphysical value ofB as for
the physical one given by Eq.~50!. However, its normaliza-
tion is not correct. We have verified that the method of R
@2#, and in particular Eq.@2#-~57! or the present Eq.~38!,
provides accurate free-particle wave functions for the c
trifugal potential, up to a multiplicative factor. This fac
seems to have remained unnoticed by the authors of Ref.@2#.
It can be understood from the present Eq.~15! to which Eq.
~38! is equivalent. Expression~15! is valid for anyB but the
correct normalization factorI l(ka)2SlOl(ka) is not avail-
able to the Siegert-pseudostate method sinceL0 is used in-
stead ofL1 and the calculatedS matrix is inaccurate. More-
over, this correct scattering wave function is obtained w
unphysical Siegert pseudostates andS-matrix poles. These
unphysical states are just used as a basis for the expansi
the wave function.

Our result has been obtained with the basis~21! based on
Legendre polynomials without recourse to the more com
cated Jacobi polynomials employed in Ref.@2#. This con-
firms the fact established in Ref.@12# that the l-dependent
basis of Jacobi polynomials, although accurate, is not ne
sary to treatl .0 partial waves.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proved that the Siegert-pseudos
and Lagrange-meshR-matrix methods are in fact exactl
equivalent. This property is true when the same finite bas
used in both approaches but also when the mesh met
described in Ref.@2# and in Refs.@12,13# are employed.

This equivalence provides an approximate way of cal
lating the poles of theS matrix in theR-matrix framework
for s-wave short-range potentials. It also shows how to g
eralize the determination of Siegert states forl .0 and for
long-range potentials but the algebraic algorithm develo
in Ref. @2# must be replaced, most probably by some iterat
technique.
0-8
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We have shown that, unexpectedly, the method of Ref.@2#
can also be used to construct scattering wave functions
potentials with long-range terms such as the centrifugal te
However, in such cases, theR-matrix method of Refs.
@12,13# is more advantageous since~i! it is simpler, ~ii ! it
also provides theS matrix, and~iii ! it is readily extended to
the multichannel case.
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APPENDIX

Let B be an invertible matrix andu andv be vectors. The
inverse of the matrix

A5B1uvT ~A1!

is given by

A215B212
B21uvTB21

11vTB21u
, ~A2!
v

v

ys

In
an
d
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where the denominator is a scalar. A corollary of Eq.~A2!
reads

A21u5
B21u

11vTB21u
. ~A3!

Another corollary is the relation

~vTA21u!21511~vTB21u!21 ~A4!

from which Eq.~14! follows.
The norm matrix~24! has the form

N511auuT, ~A5!

whereu is here a unit vector (iui51). Arbitrary powers of
N are given by

Nl511@~11a!l21#uuT, ~A6!

for any l, integer or fractional, positive or negative. In E
~24!, the components of the unit vectoru read

ui5~21! i
1

N
A12xi

xi
~A7!

and the coefficenta is given by

a5N2/~2N11!. ~A8!
ys.
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